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   Assam schedule VII, Form No.132. 

High court form No.(J)2. 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT.Dhubri 

 

IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO 2, DHUBRI 

. 

Title Suit No.151/06 

 

Present: B Medhi, 

  Munsiff no 2, Dhubri 

Given under my hand and seal on this 15th March of 2013 in the 

presence of, 

 

1. Md.Naser Ali Sk, Learned advocate for the Plaintiff. 

2. Md. Siddique Hussain ,Learned Advocate for the Defendant. 

 

Plaintiff................. 

1. Nur Islam Sk. 

S/O- Md Khatiullah Sk. 

R/O- Hatsingimari 

P.O-Fekamari 

P.S.-South Salmara 

   2.   Amjad Hussain Sarkar 

         S/O- Late Baktozamal Sarkar 

         Vill- Gauripur, ward No-4 

         P.O.- Gauripur, Dhubri 

  ---- VS----- 

Defendant.................... 

1. Musst Morium Begum 

D/O- Md. Abdul Khalek Sikdar 

W/O- Md Juran Ali 

2. Juran Ali 

S/O- Late Azitullah Mallik 

R/O- Gauripur, Ward No-4 

P.O& P.S.-Gauripur, Dhubri 

   3. Sri Sipendra Nayh Bramha 

   4. Sri Hillal Kr. Bramha 

   5.Sri Anol Bramha 

   6. Sri Nomal Kr. Bramha 

    All are sons of Late Dharmendra Nath Bramha, 

   R/O- Gosaigaon, 

   P.O.& P.S.- Gosaigaon, Dist -Kokrajhar 

   7. Smti Mina Kumari Bramha 

    W/O- Nurzzaman Rahman 

   Vill- Gauripur , Dhubri 

 

   8. Nuruzzaman rahman 
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      S/O- Mozibur Rahman 

      Vill, P.O & P.S.- Gauripur 

   Dist- Dhubri 

 

Pro forma Defendants........ 

1. State of Assam, Represented by the collector, Dhubri 

2. Settlement officer, Dhubri 

3. Assistant settlement officer, Dhubr 

 

 

JUDGEMENT 
 

 

This is a suit for declaration, khas possession, injunction and cancellation. 

    
    

The fact of the case: 

The case has been filed by the plaintiff for declaration of right title 

interest khas possession, injunction, cancellation of sale deed by the 

plaintiff against the defendants. 

As per the allegation of the plaintiff no-1, Nur Islam Sk defendant 

number 9, Nurzzaman Rahman is the husband of defendant number 8, 

Mina Kumari Brahma in whose favour the power of Attorney bearing 

number 232/1997 dated 4/7/97 was executed by the defendant number 3 

to 8.  The defendant number 9,Nurzzaman Rahaman on the strength of that 

power of Attorney executed a registered sale deed number 1939/97 dated 

14.  10.  97 and sold a plot of land measuring 1K-6 ½ L as shown in 

schedule A to the plaintiff number 1 from the defendant number 3 to 8.  In 

pursuant to that purchase the plaintiff number one got delivery of 

possession of the said land mutation was done and upon which  

construction of two houses, boundary walls, borring tube etc.were made.  

The plaintiff claims that in one of the two houses he allowed plaintiff 

number 2, A to reside. Subsequently on the request of plaintiff number 2 he 

sold out entire schedule A land to him and he has been possessing the said 

plot of land and schedule C house on the said land. The plaintiff alleges that 

the defendant number two one day approached him and sought to allow 

him to reside in B schedule house temporarily as permissive possessor 

with a condition of vacating the same when asked for.  The plaintiff number 

one in good faith considering the helpless condition of defendant number 

two complied with the request.  However to the utter bewilderment of the 
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plaintiff number 1, defendant number 1 and 2 on being asked to vacate the 

B schedule land in favour of plaintiff number two replied that they had 

purchased the same from defendant number 3 and 4 vide registered deed 

number 1191 of 2001 dated 17.  09.  2001.  Accordingly the plaintiff has 

prayed for cancellation of the said registered sale deed, with delivery of 

possession and permanent injunction. 

The defendant number one and two after receipt of summons 

appeared before the court and filed their written statement along with 

their counter-claim.  The defendants specifically denies the fact of existence 

of any power of Attorney  in favour of defendant number nine and any 

registered sale deed in favour of plaintiff number one as claimed by the 

plaintiff.  The defendant also specifically denies of any structure having 

been constructed by the plaintiff number one on the schedule a land.  The 

defendant number one and two claims that there was a sale agreement 

between the land owner of defendant number one on a 5th day of may 1997 

of the schedule a land and a on receipt of advance money the land owners 

and delivered possession to defendant number one and since then the 

defendant number one has been residing constructing a house thereon.  

Subsequently the plaintiff number one approached the defendant allowing 

him to reside as permissive possessor in the portion of the suitland for a 

short period, upon which the defendant number one complied.  

The answering defendants made a counter claim to declare a sale 

deed bearing number 1929/97 is legal and valid under law. 

Both parties properly participated and contested the suit.  The 

plaintiff examined as many as three witnesses and the defendant as many 

as two in support of they claim. 

     

     ISSUES 

 
My learned predecessor was pleased to frame the following issues: 

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in law in its present form and 

manner. 

2. Whether the suit is that for non-joinder and misjoinder of parties? 

3. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 
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4. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to claim a Decree as prayed for? 

5. Whether the defendant is entitled to get a Decree as prayed in the 

counter claim? 

6. What other relief/reliefs of, the parties are entitled to? 

 

Decision, discussions and reasons thereof 

 

Issue number one: whether the suit is maintainable in its present form 

and manner? 

The defendant in his written statement has claimed that the suit is 

not maintainable in the present form and manner.  However the defendant 

has failed to state as to why the suit is not maintainable.  Moreover on 

perusal of the case record it is found that the suit is filed at the proper 

forum and within the period of limitation.  Accordingly I find that the suit is 

maintainable.  Thus this issue is decided positively in favour of the plaintiff. 

Issue number two: Whether the suit is that for non-joinder and misjoinder 

of parties? 

The defendant in his written statement is claimed that the suit is that 

for non-joinder and misjoinder of parties.  But here again the defendant 

neither in the written statement nor in of their evidence could ever 

enunciate as to exclusion or inclusion of form has rendered the suit that for 

non-joinder of the centre of parties.  Accordingly this issue is decided in the 

negative in favour of the plaintiff. 

Issue number three:  Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

Cause of action is the bundle of facts which is asserted by one party 

and denied by the other end proof of which would entitle the party 

asserting the relief claimed by him.  The plaintiff in this case has claimed 

that he was the owner and possessor of the schedule A land.  And he had 

allowed the defendant number one to reside as permissive possessor 

schedule B house situated upon schedule a land.  On the other hand the 

defendant claims that he has purchased the said schedule B house along 

with the a schedule a land from defendant number three and four vide 

registered sale deed number 1191/01 dated 17.  09.  2001 and is rather the 
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plaintiff number one that is staying as a permissive possessor of the said 

land.  Thus it is clear that both parties have clear cause of action for their 

respective claims.  

 Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the 

plaintiff. 

Issue number five: whether the defendant is entitled to the Decree is 

claimed in the counter claim?  

 For my convenience and better understanding I have decided to take 

up this issue before the issue number four.   

The defendant has examined as many as two witnesses and the 

exhibited as many as 13 documents in support of his claim. 

DW 1 is Musst Moriom Begum who is in fact the defendant number one 

of the case.  In her evidence in chief she has stated that she has purchased 

the suitland from Sarala Bala Bramha,Hillol Bramha, Anal Bramha and 

Namal Bramha by virtue of the sale agreement dated 05.05.97 and obtained 

possession from them and accordingly constructed house is thereon to live 

their along with her family members .  The said agreement has been 

exhibited as exhibit A.  The in pursuant to that sale agreement the land 

owners Hillol Kr. Bramha And Sibendra Kr. Bramha executed a sale deed 

number 1191/01 for the said land. She has stated that since the other 

owners were residing in different places only the above named owners 

executed the same.  She has exhibited exhibit B is there said sale deed.  Said 

claims that other land owners had relinquished their share and accordingly 

executed their respective relinquish deeds.  She has exhibited exhibit 

number C to E to be there relinquish deeds of the of  Anal Bramha,sarala 

Kumari Bramha, Namal Kr Braha respectively. 

DW1 further claims that she along with her family members have been 

residing in the suitland and paying taxes to Gauripur town committee.  She 

has exhibited exhibit number F(i) to F(vi) and the ex being receipt of the 

origional land owners.  She claims that she has installed there tube well and 

the exhibited exhibit number J showing the purchase of the said tube well.   

Surprisingly enough here also the defendant did not bother to prove the 

sale deed number 1191/01.  She has produced the of original sale deed 
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number 1191/01 dated 17/09/01 and marked as exhibit number B.  

Signature or of none of the attesting witnesses has been exhibited nor were 

they called for as attesting witness.  The defendants failed to bring even the 

executants to prove the said sale deed.  During cross examination she has 

said that the attesting witnesses of exhibit B Sona Barman and Bappi Ghose 

were still alive.  Thus it was necessary for her to bring any one of them to 

prove the document failure of which makes her case weak .In the cross-

examination she has said that the of original land owners. She has also 

exhibited the original agreement between her and the original owners by 

virtue of which she claims to have purchased the suitland.  She has 

exhibited the signatures of the seller’s and herself as a purchaser.  Even 

though she has identified the signatures of her the sellers she did not call 

upon the attesting witnesses to prove the document. Moreover even if this 

document is presumed to have been proved it’d be of no help to the 

defendants as this agreement cannot confer title to them.  Defendants 

produced exhibit number F(i) to F(vi) in support of they claim.  All these 

documents are taxpaying receipts in Gauripur Town committee in the 

name of Dharmendra nath Bramha the of original land owner.  These 

cannot play any role in adjudicating the title in favour of the defendants.  

Moreover there is no dispute regarding the identity of the original owners.  

This also cannot throw light as to whether the defendant is in possession of 

the suitland are not.  Accordingly I held that defendant has failed to prove 

his case that he had in fact purchased the suitland from the original owners 

of the land.  There is no legal validity of the for sale deed number 1191/01 

and hence it cannot confer any right title interest over the suitland to the 

defendant. 

There fore this issue is decided in the negative against the defendant. 

Accordingly the counter claim of the defendant is dismissed. 

Issue number four:  Whether the plaintiff is entitled to claim a Decree as 

prayed for?  

Plaintiff has examined three witnesses in support of his claim produced 

exhibit 1 the power of Attorney.  Deed number 232/1997 dated 4.  07.  97 

and exhibit two and the sale deed number 1939/97 dated 14.  10.  97 in 

support of his claim. 
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PW1 , Amjad Hussain is the plaintiff number 2.  In his deposition he has 

stated that Hillol Bramha and five others owned the suitland.  They had 

executed a power of Attorney in favour of defendant number 9 Md. 

Nuruzzaman Rahman vide deed number 232(iv)/1997 dated 04.  07.  97 

who in turn, on the strength of the power of Attorney executed a sale deed 

bearing number 1939 dated 14.  10 .97 in favour of Nur Islam Sk.  The PW 1 

further stated that Nur Islam Sk after purchase got delivery of possession 

and constructed two houses, boundary walls, boring tube well etc. over the 

suitland.  The plaintiff being the employee posted at Meghalaya allowed the 

plaintiff number 2 to reside in the C schedule house and kept the schedule 

B house for his own use.  The plaintiff number one also got mutation in his 

name for this purchased land.  The PW1 has exhibited exhibit number 3 

which is the khatian showing the said mutation.  He also supported the fact 

what has been stated in the plaint by the plaintiff that defendant number 2 

approached plaintiff number 1 in the last part of 1999 to allow him to 

reside in the B schedule house of plaintiff number one and promised to 

vacate the same as and when asked for.  Accordingly the plaintiff number 

one considering the cordial relation with the defendant number two 

allowed him to reside as permissive possessor in the B schedule house with 

his wife to defendant number one, Marium Begum. PW1 further states that 

plaintiff number one sold the said suitland to plaintiff no-2 vide registered 

sale deed number 1174/2001 dated 12.09.01.  The said sale deed has been 

exhibited as exhibit number 4.  In pursuant to that sale the defendant 

number two took possession of entire suitland except the B schedule house.   

PW1 has exhibited exhibit 5 the landholding certificate issued by assistant 

settlement officer dated 09.11.2001 in support of his claim .  Having sold 

the suitland to the plaintiff number two, both plaintiff number one and two 

jointly asked defendant number one and two to vacate the B schedule 

house to which they have turned deaf ear and on the contrary claim that 

they have purchased the said suitland from defendant number three and 

four and also the threatened her to disposes the plaintiffs from the suitland. 

Now in order to decide whether the plaintiff is entitled to relief is 

claimed for I have to thoroughly examine whether the plaintiff has 

succeeded in proving the documents he has submitted.  Plaintiff’s claim 

that defendant number 3 to 8 were the original owners of the suitland.  

They had executed a sale deed in favour of Md. Nuruzzaman Rahman four 
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on the strength of the power of Attorney sold the suitland in favour of 

plaintiff number one and finally the plaintiff number one sold it out to of 

plaintiff number two. 

 In order to prove the plaintiff’s case the plaintiffs were required to 

prove the exhibit number one the power of Attorney and the sale deed 

executed by the said power of Attorney holder.  And for that the plaintiffs 

were required to examine at least one attesting witness of the said power 

of attorney and the sale deed. 

Now on perusal of exhibit number one it appears that it is a photo state 

proved in original copy of the original power of Attorney.  During evidence 

the plaintiffs did not examine any of the attesting witness to prove the said 

document. Nor did they try to examine any of the executants.  Accordingly 

the power of Attorney cannot be held to have been proved.  Therefor her 

any act done on the strength of that power of Attorney equaly cannot have 

any legal validity.  Thus the sale deed executed by defendant number nine 

in favour of the plaintiff number one cannot be held to be a legal one unless 

it is independently proved  as per law. 

For that let me independently examine whether the plaintiffs have 

proved the sale deed number 1939/97 dated 14.10.97 in order to ascertain 

whether the plaintiffs have any weight over their claim.  Exhibit 2 is again 

the photo state copy proved in original of the said sale deed.  In this case 

also the plaintiffs have failed to follow the basic requirement of proving the 

documents as enshrined in Indian evidence act.  Neither the attesting 

witness nor the executants have been examined in order to prove the sale.  

The plaintiffs have examined PW2 as a witness.  Even though he stated 

almost the same tune as was claimed by the plaintiffs in this case ,I could 

not  find any reason as to how examination of PW2 would anyway help in 

proving the plaintiff’s case. PW2 in his cross examination has clearly stated 

that he is not the attesting witness of any other documents exhibited by the 

plaintiffs.  He has also failed to state as to how he is associated with the suit 

and the suitland.  His evidence proved to be mere repetition of what the 

plaintiffs have so far been asserting in this case.  

Finally plaintiffs examined PW3 as official witness.  He was called upon 

to prove the mediation document and the landholding certificate.  However 
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I cannot decide title of the plaintiffs on the basis of those documents.  It is 

the settled law that the mutation certificate and the landholding certificate 

does not show anything except the fact that the plaintiffs were possessing 

the suitland.  It cannot decide the title of any body.  The fact that the 

plaintiffs are in possession in part of the suitland is a admitted fact and 

there is no dispute on this point. 

 Now from the finding of issue number five as discussed above and what 

had been unfurled so far unto issue number five neither party has been 

able to prove their title through their alleged sale deed.  However this court 

cannot be a silent spectator and remain indecisive into the matter.  Dispute 

of civil nature does not require proof of highest degree so as to appear 

beyond reasonable doubt that the party had been a party is entitled to the 

right title interest of the suitland.  The court is empowered enough to 

adjudicate on the basis of balance of convenience.  When the documents are 

silent or struck dumb due to failure to take recourse to the procedural 

formalities, the court cannot give a ride to any one by conferring a dubious 

title upon him.  Indian evidence act empowers the court to take resort to 

circumstantial evidence and conduct of the parties indicated in the whole 

matter when neither party appears to be strong enough to get the title.  The 

court upon weighing the respective evidence is of both parties can confer 

title to the one who is better positioned to be declared as a right title owner 

of the suitland. 

For that let me revisit the evidence is provided by a both the parties.  

Both the parties are claiming that there are the owners of the suitland and 

has been possessing the same since their purchase from the of original land 

owners.  The plaintiffs in support of their claim that they had been in 

possession of the suitland and that the defendants number one and two are 

residing in the schedule B house just as mere permissive possessor have 

produced certified copy of khatian no 114(old), 7 93(new) showing 

mutation in the name of the plaintiff number one and landholding 

certificate dated 09.11.2001, issued by assistant settlement officer and the 

same has been marked as exhibit five.  For the purpose of proving these 

documents the plaintiffs have called upon one officiall witness has PW3. 

 

PW3 has testified the fact that name of plaintiff number one appears 

amongst other nine other pattadars.  He has further testified the fact that 
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exhibit three is similar to that of the original official records.  In his cross 

examination he has stated that the names of plaintiff number one in this 

khatian has been included on the strength of the registered sale deed.  

However he failed to mention the registration number of the said sale deed.  

He has also proved exhibit number five which is the landholding certificate 

issued by the settlement office.  Thus it is proved that the plaintiffs are in 

possession of the suitland and accordingly the mutation was done in their 

name period.   

Moreover any party disputing the mutation so done can easily apply for 

cancellation of the same.  In such a situation the court could have doubted 

the legal sanctity of the mutation and could have weighed those documents 

in lesser scale. The DW1 in her cross examination has stated that she did 

not apply to the revenue office for cancellation of the mutation.  The 

defendants could not produce any documents relating to records of rights 

showing their possession and any hint about their title.  In this aspect the 

circumstancial evidence put the plaintiff in better position with regard to 

the claim over the suitland.  It is naturally expected from a person after 

getting a sale deed in his favour to apply to the settlement office to get his 

name included as pattadar in the record of rights.  The defendants after 

getting the alleged sale deed in her name did not approach the settlement 

office nor did she applied for cancellation of mutation in favour of the 

plaintiff.  This cast a shadow of serious doubt on to the truthfulness of her 

claim.  She rather submitted some taxpaying receipts to the Gauripur town 

committee.  Those documents are irrelevant to the present fact of the case 

as those are issued in the name of Dharmendra nath Bramha.  She has also 

exhibited exhibit (j) showing purchase of the tube well.  This document also 

becomes irrelevant in adjudicating any title or the fact of possession in 

favour of the defendants.  On the contrary the plaintiffs have clearly proved 

that they are in possession of the suitland and the name of the plaintiff 

number one has been included in the records of rights.  Accordingly from 

the above discussions I find there balance of probabilities of having better 

title lies in favour of the plaintiff. 

Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the plaintiff. 

 

Issue number six: To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to? 

 Considering the issue number 4&5 I am of the considered opinion 

that the parties are not entitled to any other relief. 
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     ORDER 

The suit is decreed in favour of the plaintiff.  The plaintiff is decreed to be 

having right title and interest over the schedule A land Under Daag no-

774/634 and Patta no114/793 covering land measuring 1K-6 ½ L in Vill & 

P.S. Gauripur, Dist- Dhubri.  

The sale deed number 1191/2001 has no legal sanctity of law. 

It is further decreed that the plaintiffs shall remain in possession of 

schedule A land and no one shall be entitled to disposses the plaintiff from 

the possession. 

 

Prepare decree accordingly. 

Given under the hand and seal of this court on this the 15 th  day of March, 

2014. 
 

     APPENDIX 

 

Plaintiff’s Witness:  

1. PW1- Amzad Hussain sarkar 

2. PW2- Salahuddin Ahmed 

3. PW3- Official Witness 

Plaintiff’s documents: 

1. Exhibit 1- Power Of Attorney 

2. Exhibit 2- Sale Deed No- 1939/97 

3. Exhibit 3- Certified copy of Khatian no-114/793 

4. Exhibit 4- Certified copy of sale deed 1174/01 

5. Exhibit 5- Land Holding certificate 

6. Exhibit 6- C/C of Sale Deed no-1191/01 

 

Defendant’s Witness: 

1. DW1- Musst Moriom Begum 

2. DW2- Ismail Ali 

3. DW3- Official Witness 

4. DW4- Official Witness 

Defendant’s Documents: 

1. Exhibit A- Land Sale Agreement  

2. Exhibit B-  Sale Deed No- 1191/01 

3. Exhibit C- Sale Deed No- 1355/01 

4. Exhibit D- Sale Deed No- 280/03 

5. Exhibit E- Sale Deed No-2070/03 

6. Exhibit F- Tax Paying Receipt 
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7. Exhibit G- Certificate of chairman, GTC, Gauripur 

8. Exhibit H- Land Holding Certificate 

9. Exhibit I- Revenue receipt 

10.Exhibit J- Voucher of Purchase of Tube well. 

11. Exhibit K- Voucher of purchasing GI Sheet 

12. Exhibit L- Power of Attorney. 

13. Exhibit M- Sale Deed No- 1939/97 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


